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contextual integrity -explaining that the "normative roots of uneasiness over public surveillance" (p.
102) rest on notions that there are places (or spaces or domains) that are personal to the individual (e.g. their home). Despite the complexity and contested nature of these domains, people operate under shared assumptions that everything that happens, happens within contexts that have conventions and cultural expectations about appropriateness and where information should flow.
When those expectations are violated -through "context collapse" -privacy can be socially understood to have been violated also (boyd, 2012; Davis & Jurgenson, 2014) . Norms of appropriateness (of sharing information) are then governed by the relationships between the people exchanging information in a given context (Nissenbaum, 2011 ; see also Petronio, 2002) .
It is the difficulties in impression management and maintaining contextual integrity that often underpin so-called failures to maintain privacy. Yet a lack of understanding of what motivates people's sharing behaviour online has led to a widespread perception that people posting personal information, or actively participating in technologies that facilitate their own surveillance, are incapable of managing their privacy, or do not care about their privacy. This problem has been labelled the "privacy paradox" -a contradictory finding where people report being concerned about their privacy but (appear to) do little to protect their privacy (e.g. Cranor, Reagle, & Ackerman, 2000; Norberg & Horne, 2007; Smith, Dinev, & Xu, 2011) . Such behavioural inconsistency lends favour to the rhetorical justification of privacy "invasions" on the basis of service exchange arguments. For example, Facebook justifies experimenting on people as one of the conditions that they consent to upon signing up for their service (Kramer et al., 2014) , despite criticism that such experiments are unethical (e.g. Chambers, 2014) . Privacy advocates and academics have been keen to promote an alternative story, which claims that people do care about their privacy and that the inconsistencies arise from measurement problems (e.g. Dienlin & Trepte, 2015) , and misunderstanding impression management strategies (boyd & Marwick, 2011) , social exchange negotiations (Tufekci, 2008) , or situational factors (Ellis, Harper, & Tucker, 2013b; Joinson, Reips, Buchanan, & Paine Scholfield, 2010) .
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In this paper we explore accounts of privacy in the context of surveillance. We consider how concepts of impression management and context collapse are relevant in accounts of privacy under surveillance. Are similar privacy preserving strategies as described in social media contexts also discussed in the context of surveillance? Literature on surveillance resistance has typically examined top-down hierarchical surveillance relations (Martin, van Brakel, & Bernhard, 2009) . However, what has received less attention is the more 'everyday' practices -that is, the threat posed by surveillance to people's ability to manage impressions of them, and to maintain contextual integrity.
When is Privacy Threatened by Surveillance?
Surveillance studies have extensively drawn on Foucault's invocation of Bentham's panopticon -where self-discipline is produced in reaction to feeling as if one is under surveillance (Foucault, 1977) . This self-discipline replaces the need for authoritative power; power is encoded through us rather than upon us (Foucault, 1977; Spears & Lea, 1994) . Thus most of the surveillance resistance literature has examined hierarchical power relations and how people comply even if they are unsure if they are being watched (Martin et al., 2009 ). Yet others argue that the panopticon metaphor has been overextended (Haggerty, 2011; Haggerty & Ericson, 2000) .
In this paper we are not concerned with debates about surveillance and self-discipline.
Instead we focus on a surveillance culture where people know they are under surveillance even though they cannot (for the most part) see the surveillance technology. More specifically, we explore surveillance conditions where people know they are under surveillance but say it has no impact on them -that they have 'nothing to hide'. The reason for our interest in the explicit articulation of privacy is because work on surveillance (e.g. CCTV) has noted that people are now so accustomed to being under surveillance that they do not necessarily engage with it. The lack of noticing is in part due to the technological design; many technologies are designed to fit seamlessly into our environment (Hjelm, 2005) , and online surveillance is largely imperceptible (Acquisti, Brandimarte, & Loewenstein, 2015; Tucker, Ellis, & Harper, 2012) . Ellis et al (2013a) propose that surveillance promotes "affective atmospheres" -an unsettled feeling of being watched but one that is difficult to engage with or articulate.
Following from this, one avenue taken in surveillance resistance work is to find the conditions under which surveillance changes from being unnoticeable to noticeable -such as by probing people's beliefs about situational normality (McKnight & Chervany, 2001 ). An example is that you might think it is normal have CCTV in a public place, but it is abnormal in your private residence. Thus when surveillance appears in places that people do not expect it, they might notice it. The presence of surveillance alone may not be a problem, however. It is important to consider the consequences of being seen (Levine, 2000) . For the (implied) surveillance to have an effect there must be some punishable behaviour -laws or social norms to which one must abide. The problem is that one of the most prevailing public discourses on surveillance -the "nothing to hide" argument (Solove, 2007) -posits that if an individual is doing nothing wrong then they have no reason to worry. Subsequently, one suggestion for raising awareness about surveillance made by Solove (2007) is to make people aware of their current privacy practices -like asking the simple question, does your house have curtains? The realisation that one does indeed have curtains might cause them to reassess their need for privacy even if they are doing nothing wrong.
Despite these efforts, however, the nothing to hide argument has shown to be persistent and appears to invalidate attempts to warn people of panopticon or "Big Brother" futures. It is concerning because it represents a false trade-off between security and privacy which blankets over the damaging consequences of collective surveillance (Solove, 2007) , and this is at least in part because some consequences are intangible -we do not know who can see us and what is done with our information (Acquisti et al., 2015) .
Another potential way in which to increase surveillance awareness, one that we explore in this research, is based on the finding that surveillance becomes unsettling to people when it links to their identity (Tucker et al., 2012) . This process was amusingly illustrated in John Oliver's TV show Last Week Tonight (2015) when he 'surveyed' people on the streets and found them disinterested in government surveillance, until they were told that the government had access to pictures of their genitals -making the self-relevance and consequences of surveillance apparent. The capacity of digital technologies not only to capture but also to reveal intimate aspects of self can be constructed as a plausible threat to our personal identity. However, it is not only personal identity threat that can affect surveillance awareness. For example, social psychology research indicates that people accept the presence of surveillance when they see it as being for their (shared) benefit -linking social identity and group processes to the acceptance of surveillance (O'Donnell, Jetten, & Ryan, 2010a , 2010b Subašić, Reynolds, Turner, Veenstra, & Haslam, 2011) . The surveillance becomes less acceptable, more intrusive and subject to micro-resistance, when it compromises a shared vision of the social group. For example, when workers feel they should be trusted in a particular work context, but are nevertheless subject to surveillance by management, then the presence of surveillance becomes a live concern.
It seems therefore that in order to understand people's response to surveillance we need to examine how the technology interjects itself into everyday social relations, and opens up or restricts people's opportunities for identity construction, impression management, and selective withholding.
Based on this promising line of work on surveillance and identity, in this study we examine further how and when, in talk about surveillance, privacy threats relating to identity become salient.
The Current Study
According to the literature on social media and impression management, privacy does matter to people, but to capture this requires an awareness of the context in which information is created and shared, and the consequences for revealing or withholding. Privacy is a fluid regulatory process (Altman, 1974; Altman et al., 1981) , and the values and expectations of privacy are being actively constructed and negotiated as new technologies open up new forms of social relations and identity construction opportunities. It is within the context of social network (and surveillancecapable) technologies that we aim to understand how people construct their privacy when under surveillance.
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A discursive approach seemed particularly well suited to our research topic. It is through language that ideological assumptions are made explicit, and the positions that people can adopt within existing power relations emerge (Edley & Wetherell, 2001 ). We do not treat participants talk as an accurate (or inaccurate) reflection of their behaviour online; this is not a survey of people's opinions or a report of their experiences, but an analysis of the discursive resources that are used to acquire a position in resistance or acceptance of surveillance.
In particular, we analyse where people reported noticing (or even objecting to) the presence of surveillance in their lives with the aim of uncovering what could underpin the unsettling of the notion that they have "nothing to hide". The participants in this research are young adult university students, who all report actively engaging in social network sites and other mobile technology. Their constructions of surveillance demonstrate their investment in their ongoing participation in these technologies, and the expectation that they are already under some surveillance. Indeed, the 'flavour' of these discussions is dismissal of surveillance as being a significant concern. However, we analyse the points where this dismissiveness no longer worked, and why -this is where we connect to the prior literature on impression management, contextual integrity, the debate around whether the literal presence of surveillance is sufficient enough to cause people to be concerned about their privacy, and more general concepts of privacy and identity, where relevant. We also examine where privacy is made explicit (or implicit) within talk about surveillance, and whether privacy is constructed as immutable or exchangeable.
We chose focus groups rather than interviews because in focus groups people engage in collective sense-making (Wilkinson, 1999) . We believe it is well suited to discussions of privacy because it can be considered both an (elusive) individual need but also an important social value that requires collective regulation (see Goffman, 1972 , on privacy in public spaces). Talk in a focus group is interactive and constitutive of the subject being discussed, meaning that people within the group can question each other and this can lead to further unpacking of assumptions and the elucidation of alternative formulations.
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Our discussions of surveillance technologies move between government or corporate surveillance of social network sites (SNSs), tracking people with mobile location tools, and the use of wearable technologies (specifically Google Glass). Although these different technologies have different uses and consequences, we do at times blur them together here because they work together as a surveillant assemblage (Haggerty & Ericson, 2000) .
Method Participants
Forty-two participants (26 female) attended 7 focus groups (of between 4-10 people) which all ran for approximately 1 hour. Ages ranged from 18-46 (M=21.2, SD=6.18, 7 missing). All were students recruited from a British University, and the majority of participants were British (n=23), with others including other European (5), Chinese (4), other Asian (2), and Russian (1) nationalities.
All participants reported having a Facebook account.
Procedure
Participants were all presented with an information and consent form before audio recording commenced. They were informed that all identifying information would be kept out of transcripts, and that only the authors would have access to the audio recordings. The first author facilitated the focus groups. The questions followed a semi-structured format covering a range of topics including inquiry about what different apps and social network sites they use, rules or norms of privacy and sharing amongst their friends, whether they think about who can see or access information they upload (such as photographs) and whether different types of data are more private than others. They were asked for anecdotes of situations where they or someone they know had had their privacy breached, and what they did to rectify privacy in that situation. In the final set of questions a couple of scenarios were explained to participants: one about a high school in the USA that had hired a firm to monitor students' public social media posts, and another scenario about their university introducing location-tracking tools to monitor student's movements while they are on campus. They were asked how they felt about these scenarios.
Analytic Method
The style of discourse analysis adopted here is informed by the work of Wetherell and colleagues (Edley & Wetherell, 2001; Wetherell, 1998 Wetherell, , 2007 , described as a combination of ethnomethodology and conversation analytic techniques, informed by the work of Foucault and post-structuralism. In simpler terms, this involves analysing the local organisation of talk within an interaction and identifying patterns in talk that indicate where participants are drawing on shared discursive resources that reveal normative assumptions and indications of power relations (Edley & Wetherell, 2001) . We analyse the functionality of rhetoric and how it is formulated within the focus group interaction, and the trajectories of these rhetorical formulations within conversations, as per the discursive psychology method (Edwards & Potter, 1992 ). Then we identify assumptions that are made about surveillance technology, when privacy is identified as being threatened by surveillance, and how such threats appear, or when they are dismissed as unimportant. This involves identifying the ways that participants investment in their identities (e.g. as students or consumers of media) informs their constructions of surveillance and privacy.
The transcripts were transcribed verbatim and coded with descriptive codes, but it was not our intent to report on the most commonly occurring themes or categorise the data. In some of the extracts we have removed parts of conversations that were not relevant to the main point, for brevity (indicated by a … between lines). We denote extracts by their session number and beginning line number from the transcript.
Previous research has noted that it is difficult to determine whether people's behaviour or talk is caused by privacy threats, as privacy behaviours are often covert, subtle, or encoded (boyd, 2012; boyd & Marwick, 2011; Ellis et al., 2013a; Marx, 2003) . Our discursive approach helps to identify when privacy is articulated or implicit. We follow the lead of Ellis, Tucker and Harper (2013a) , who found that individuals do not fully articulate their discomfort with surveillance, but rather they hesitate or there can be disruption or disfluency in their speech. One can also look for instances when privacy discourses shift within a conversation.
Analysis
The first point we make is that these participants often assume the presence of surveillance in their everyday lives. Under this assumption, different discursive and identity resources are employed to shape and often justify their ongoing participation in, or acceptance of, surveillancecapable technologies. There are instances where participants raise objections to surveillance -we illustrate when these discourses connect to either the (in)visibility of surveillance technology, and normative assumptions that they should be allowed to choose how they (or what aspects of themselves) are seen. Lastly, we will show that one way of absolving the concern about being seen by surveillance is to argue that one can manage their privacy by separating aspects of their lives, or their digital and physical self.
The Assumed Ubiquity of Surveillance
We start the analysis by illustrating a pervasive notion, conveyed in these focus groups, that surveillance technology is becoming increasingly ubiquitous in their society and that therefore one can assume that they are always under some surveillance (what we are calling the "assumed ubiquity of surveillance"). What is striking about this assumption is that rather than it being characterised by an increasing fear of surveillance (as one might expect), it more often led to the formulation of justifications for further surveillance.
In the following conversation the participants were discussing whether their university needs to gain consent to use location-tracking tools on its students. While some of them expressed objections to the proposal, the 'counterpoint' that one person raises is that they are always being "spied on".
M1
yeah just the idea of monitoring people it-it sounds-it's a bit like irritating, not because you-I-I think it's it's it is a bit-F1 sounds like you're being spied on M1 exactly. Yeah F2 but I guess that's how-we-we are always being spied on technically, with security cameras we just don't-it's because (unclear) really affect us we don't think about it Mmm F2 say if it was maybe if I didn't know about it I wouldn't, I don't-like if I wouldn't be bothered but if I found out maybe I'd be like F3 oh yeah (Session 2, line 521)
There is an assumption in this conversation that they already live in a surveillance societyor rather, this is used by F2 to argue against M1 and F1s initial objections. F2 uses the ubiquity of surveillance argument as a way of dismissing further surveillance as a threat. The "technically" part that follows this statement is telling: the technicality of being spied on by security cameras is legitimised because it ostensibly does not affect them. F2 furnishes her argument with what resembles an "ignorance is bliss" argument -surveillance goes on without her knowledge and she is not bothered by it.
This extract shows the definition of privacy being negotiated amongst the participants in relation to whether the (technical) ubiquity of surveillance is problematic or not. M1 says that the idea of monitoring is a "bit irritating". This is notably not a strong objection (the articulation of privacy threat is rarely overt or a thoroughly argued position, Ellis et al., 2013a) , until F1 interrupts by labelling it as spying. M1 and F1 define the presence of surveillance as a privacy invasion, but for F2 the (lack of) consequences are more pertinent. We see based on F2's response, that objections to surveillance can be discounted on the basis of the current level of surveillance that we are "always" under. F2's contribution to the discussion also serves to turn the conversation away from a question of whether the surveillance should exist, to instead discuss whether they are aware of any intrusion on their lives or not.
This type of justification occurred in several other discussions as well. One group said that if the "University wanted to improve the services, and everyone was doing it [location-tracking]. You might not mind too much"; because the university is constituted as a "credible institution" (session 4, 706). That is, the notion that "everyone" is conducting or participating in surveillance is used as an argument for surveillance (by way of being 'normal'). In another example a similar argument is used SURVEILLANCE, IDENTITY AND PRIVACY THREAT 14 to justify further surveillance by using a security-privacy trade-off argument (Solove, 2011) . They were discussing whether someone needs to police online content that violates other people's privacy -such as videos that film down women's shirts. When one person objected that social networks are supposed to be free from policing, a participant replied that, "there's always gonna be a monitor, I'm sure there's someone who monitors Twitter or someone else who monitors-people monitor YouTube or Snapchat with the 2-second videos there's gotta be someone behind working the…working all the cogs and stuff" (session 1, 709). This discursive assumption that they are always being watched or monitored -which does not indicate unequivocal support of surveillance -does appear to lead the discussions away from finalising or producing a clear position of resistance to surveillance, and sets up a basis upon which people can argue that more surveillance is needed.
Surveillance as Excessive
The clearest example of when the focus group discussants rejected surveillance was when the surveillance could be situated as pointless, excessive, or futile in relation to its proposed purpose. Highlighting the disproportional excessiveness of surveillance might seem like a good avenue for setting up the expectation that surveillance technology needs to prove necessary or provide additional value in order to be socially acceptable. However, this discourse also led to a rhetorical trajectory that, while (or perhaps because) it is excessive, it is also harmless. We demonstrate two ways in which this played out in talk. In the first example, the proposed use of location tracking to monitor students' use of campus facilities was described as unnecessary because there could be other ways of obtaining that data (i.e. from their timetables). Yet, at the same time, it was described as inconsequential.
F
If they wanted to know where I was at twelve o'clock on Wednesday they can just look at my timetable and see if I have got a lecture. I don't live that much of an exciting life where between lectures I am going to the Physics Building to snort cocaine off the back of the toilets. My life isn't that exciting. M It doesn't matter when you are on campus because you are just walking about doing like normal things, there is no like consequence of them knowing where you are really, I think.
(Session 6, 425)
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The participants in this extract are illustrating a 'nothing to hide' argument, which is furnished with a somewhat humorous extreme case formulation (Pomerantz, 1986) where she says she is not snorting cocaine in the Physics building. As students, they attend to knowledge that their relationship with the university is characterised by many of their activities being monitored, and they do not identify any behaviour the university could observe them doing that would be outside of the university's remit, and reflects this normalizing effect of the assumed ubiquity of surveillance.
Thus, in this case location tracking is constructed as unnecessary and potentially escapable, but also inconsequential.
The following extract illustrates how location-tracking could be constructed from a similar starting point -the university can already know where she is, and therefore location tracking is constructed as unnecessary.
F but I think something like that they could just ask us I mean it's not one of those things that's really hard to find out-literally that they could just email me and I'll just tell them what sort of times I'll be around F whereas I don't think they need to follow me or whatever Again she does not dispute the notion that such information should be accessible in the first place, but rather that the university does not 'need' to follow her to gain access. It is a form of resistance to surveillance, based on the identification of alternative forms of data collection.
However, continuing on in this discussion, the same participant later talks about Google tailoring its advertisements to users based on the key words scanned from their emails. Here, the rejection of surveillance on the same grounds (i.e. that it is not needed) is no longer tenable.
F
[Google] scanning key words, maybe if it was the subject line that would have been ok but it's really weird and I don't like them doing that but that's not the issue But you still use it anyway? F mhmm-it's Google [laughs] F I don't-I do probably do that with everything. Yes. I sort of said that I don't wanna do the big adverts and I sort of tried to do as much as I could to stop them recording but that means they sort of just guess using my emails, I don't think there's any way that I can stop them looking at my emails 'cause I suppose really I am using their servers and everything and I am using their services so I guess they get to read my stuff. That seems payment (Session1, 928) Thus, like Ellis et al (2013a) we note that participant's discussions of surveillance technology shift as their reference points in conversation shift. In this latter extract she also raises an objection to surveillance, but when the moderator asks her why she continues to use Google, she defends her participation by arguing that she has done all that she can, but she cannot stop them (unlike in the previous university location tracking scenario). The simple statement "it's Google" shows assumedly shared knowledge that Google is not optional. She then rationalises her ongoing use of Google by falling back on the social contractual exchange or bargaining argument between service and user (Pallitto, 2013) . Thus, she alters her constitution of privacy -it can be exchanged as a form of payment. This discourse also serves the role of creating a position of trust in the surveiller. Other research has shown that trust can be compensatory in times of risk (Joinson et al., 2010) . Thus as an invested consumer of internet technology, the inescapable and assumed ubiquity of surveillance rhetorically leads to two conclusions: to trust surveillers and to allow privacy to be exchanged for a service.
The Threat of Future Surveillance Technology
In the following example we demonstrate how more subtle privacy discourse can become more explicit when talking about new technology -in particular here, the wearable Google Glass.
M1
I think the fact that would be so easy to, people wouldn't be able to tell you were taking photos, that could be quite bad in quite a few situations but it's quite easy to take photos with like Smartphones and things without most people realising so it's a step on, it's harder to tell with Google Glass but it's not a massive step forward like a lot of people seem to be saying it is.
F1
Especially if you have to actually say like 'take a picture' it's kind of slightly obvious [laughter] . Yeah but I mean if there was just like a little tap or.
Like it looks a lot more stupid wearing Google Glass.
M1
It just looks creepy. F1
It looks weird. (Session 5, 394) In this conversation we see that participants are discussing whether surveillance-capable technology is a threat based on its perceptibility or visibility -in this case not being able to see if someone is taking your picture is implied to be the reason for concern (unlike in previous 'ignorance SURVEILLANCE, IDENTITY AND PRIVACY THREAT 17 is bliss' arguments). But M1 then discounts a normative argument that Google Glass is a "massive" step forward ("like a lot of people seem to be saying it is"). F1's continuance of the conversation indicates a shared assumption that the "obviousness" of Google Glass is what allows it to be dismissed as a privacy threat (and is often argued to be the reason it will not be a successful product, e.g. Fitzpatrick, 2014) . Moreover, the subsequent alternating descriptions of Google Glass as "stupid", "creepy", and "weird" are examples of a rhetorical 'dance' of defining privacy concerns. As the conversation continues their construction of how Google Glass threatens privacy became more apparent -revolving around the prospect of Google Glass becoming normative in the future.
M2
Well I think it's just for now like in a few years' time everybody will be wearing them so it's not that stupid.
M1
That's the thing like in 20 or 30 years' time like Google Glass and what was the other thing you were talking about? Life logging cameras.
The life logging thing it will all become normal and I think, I hope not, I mean that's what I'm really worried about, exactly the same thoughts as you. Why does that concern you then? M1 I don't know. I mean like people 20 or 30 years' ago would have probably thought it was really weird that people have Facebook and people have Twitter I mean like my grandparents and other elderly people I know they just can't understand Facebook, some people that I know. For me I can't understand like these new things like Google Glass, I'm sure I will but it will take some time but it just feels really weird that your whole life could be documented on a video or a picture, I think life's a bit more than that, if that makes sense. Yeah so there's still a difference between seeing it as kind of pointless and being concerned that it's going to become more popular, do you see what I mean. Like you might think it's pointless but it also somehow worries you. Can you articulate why? M3 It's just quite intrusive, like so many moments of your life could be documented by people you don't know about, like there could be so many pictures of like where you are in the background doing things and you'd never know about any of them. It just feels like a bit, it's like the cy-world is stalking you in a way.
M4
Yeah cos we all get sketched up enough about like CCTV cameras and like they're in fixed positions and this is like people walking around with like glasses that are recording everything you know it's like 20 times worse. It all gets a bit I Robot-y to me so that's why I don't really like it.
M5
It's all big brother. M4
A bit big brothery.
(Session 5, 405)
What we see above is a slowly emerging and co-constructed formulation of what is threatening about Google Glass. M1, responding to M2, says that he has "exactly the same thoughts", although then says he doesn't know why it bothers him, and dismisses himself as being of SURVEILLANCE, IDENTITY AND PRIVACY THREAT 18 the wrong generation. M3 picks up the discussion by framing the issue as a form of stalking, to which M4 extends by stating Google Glass is worse than CCTV because it is not in a fixed location. What emerges from this discussion is a definition of privacy in rather implicit terms: not knowing that you are being documented (notions of your "whole life", and that "life's a bit more than that"), and that the "cy-world" is constituted as a whole entity that is capable of stalking you.
Thus surveillance technology is initially constructed as creepy and weird if it is socially obnoxious and obtrusive, but also if it is (or will be) everywhere or if it's harder to detect. There is a shared construction of this future as concerning, and what underpins this is an implied notion that it is wrong to capture a whole or complete picture of people's lives. It is essentially an argument for the right to privacy, but they do not explicitly state it as such.
In relation to the assumed ubiquity of surveillance that we presented earlier, here the increasing presence of surveillance is discussed as a problem and does actually provoke (subtle illusions) to privacy concern. What is different about this discourse then, and is a point we will draw together in the discussion, appears to be a concern -not that one is documented or watched -but that such documentation of the self can be woven together to form a more complete picture of you.
When Surveillance Notices "Me"
We turn now to what we suggest is the nexus of where arguments for privacy become most apparent: when the technology is said to restrict one's ability to withhold aspects of their life, or when undesirable self-consequences can be identified. We analyse several variations of what we are referring to as this "surveillance-identity threat". In the first example below a participant tells an account of having her gender on Facebook accidentally changed, and how this resulted in a shift in the targeted advertisements that she receives: The narrowing down of the wide surveillance lens onto her, and the designation of Facebook as an entity ("they") imputes the idea that such surveillance is intentional, intelligent (see Tucker et al., 2012) and thus it becomes creepy. But we note that she calls it creepy specifically because the shift in advertising was mismatched with her gender identity and sexual orientation (see boyd, 2012, for similar examples). In the next example the participant says that when she has not "chosen" what information about her is used in advertisements she feels "a bit spooked".
F
But you also get lots of different things you've recently been searching when you're on Facebook; the adverts are tailored to you, aren't they? That's really not cool. How does that make you feel, though, when that happens? F Just a bit spooked, I dunno. M Yeah. F Yeah, 'cause I suppose you haven't chosen to share that information with anyone. So they just kind of know. It's a bit like, hmmm.
(Session 7, 203).
While Facebook might classify their tailoring of advertisements as entirely consensual based on users' acceptance of terms and conditions, she places a different meaning on what she has ostensibly "chosen" to share. She says that her online searches (assumedly through an internet search engine) were not "chosen" to be shared with Facebook. This example share similarities to the earlier extract about Google scanning emails (p. 13). While both scenarios produce a lack of alternative positions (e.g. ceasing to be a user of the service), this participant does not fall back on a service exchange argument. What might distinguish this example based on prior research is that people place importance on the separation of contexts (i.e. internet platforms) (Nissenbaum, 2004) .
Similarly in the following example the participant's rhetorical question "it's private isn't it?" assumes a shared understanding that the articles she reads online are private from Facebook.
M …But I am also aware now people can also see certain things I am reading and political things I follow. And I don't always want people knowing my politics. F Yeh, I worry if I am reading articles online that it might link to Facebook because obviously you know at the bottom it always says do you want to share this on Facebook. The distinction between choosing to post (e.g. to Facebook) and linking to browsing or purchasing behaviours elsewhere is that they convey an expected difference between active selfpresentation and more passive behavioural monitoring that might occur across different sites. As articulated further on in the conversation the distinction they make is that "it's not just people knowing what you've posted, it's people knowing what you're doing." (Session 4, 1020) . They are conveying an expectation that they should have an ability to conceal their identities. Indeed, this reflects a traditional definition of privacy -personal control that enables autonomy (Margulis, 1977) .
In other words, being able to keep some things to oneself, as a way of presenting ourselves in the way that we want to be seen (Goffman, 1959) .
Another way in which self-presentation relates to privacy, from the literature on social network sites, is in terms of not knowing how wide your audience reach is (see Acquisti & Gross, 2006; Marwick & boyd, 2011; Tufekci, 2008) . In the following example, the participant talks about how she likes sharing her family holiday pictures, despite her sister's request not to: F I am the sort of person put them on Facebook, I want everyone to see our nice pictures on holiday. My sister sort of messaged me, "why did you feel the need to put them on Facebook it was our holiday, we don't need everyone to see them". And I was kind of like, "well they're my photos as well and I, you know, want my friends to see our holiday".
(Session 4, 206)
Prior research would examine this extract in relation to how privacy boundaries are negotiated by co-owners (Petronio, 2002 (Petronio, , 2010 , however using a discursive lens what stands out here is her investment in being "the sort of person" who posts photos on Facebook for her friends.
What is interesting about this conversation is that later the group are talking about how some SURVEILLANCE, IDENTITY AND PRIVACY THREAT 21 people have large numbers of Facebook friends and the participant realises that her imagined audience is incorrect: F Yeh I just thought it was ridiculous the other day. I messaged my sister about this; I was just like looking at my brother's profile. He has a thousand five hundred friends. Well no he doesn't because when I clicked mutual friends he basically just added all my friends for example. In his mind it's obviously to cool to have loads of friends. But it's not because everything he posts about him is being seen by a thousand five hundred people plus probably all their friends or whatever. And it just gets to the point of ridiculous really. I mean that's quite extreme. But it just proves how many people can see your information. F Actually photos I am tagged in with him, I just realised, will be posted to all this thousand five hundred friends which actually I would not be that happy about, which again comes down to me posting our holiday photos and tagging him in them. It suddenly means that me, you know, I'm going to be seen by that many people. I didn't think about that, but yeh.
(Session 4, 900)
Thus her justification for her behaviour earlier is undone by telling the story about her brother's alternative sort of person (where "it's cool to have loads of friends"). Other research has demonstrated that privacy breaches occur when people inaccurately picture their imagined communities (Acquisti & Gross, 2006) , and in this case the noticeable contradiction of their different ways of presenting themselves led to a change in her expectation of what constitutes a Facebook "friend". It is in being seen in an unexpected way, or by an unexpected audience, that the normalising effect of assumed everyday surveillance may come undone.
Restoration of Privacy through Separation
Finally, we demonstrate some examples of people's assumptions about the separation of their digital and physical self, and how surveillance of the digital self can be constructed as nonprivacy threatening because it is not really "you". In the following example, when discussing the university location tracking scenario, they construct the idea that "me" can be separated from their digitally recorded movements.
M2
they could-they could follow us but without knowing it's us F2 yeah F1 yeah F3 yeah M2 so I'm ok if they follow me if they don't know it's me but the fact is yeah if I'm like taking the day off on Xbox and they ask "yeah why why why weren't you" (unclear) and they say and I would say "I'm sick" I mean. It's not. F4 I think it's (unclear) really So if they're using it to say "why didn't you hand in your assignment?" F4 it would like almost a totalitarian state like F1 yeah F4
(unclear) what's what's the next thing after that it's just F1 yeah if you support something like this then you'd just be giving into something which was not it's not desirable by university students they want to be independent they don't want to be constantly followed if they wanted that they would have stayed at home so yeah (Session 1, 884) "I'm ok if they follow me if they don't know it's me" conveys an idea that your identity can be detached from digital data accumulated about your movements. Such a separation serves to delink their accountability for their behaviour (i.e. as long as they do not have to explain why they are taking the day off). It is only when the suggestion is made that they can be identifiable, and their behaviour punishable, that they identify a link between a threat to their (independent) selves and that data.
In the next example participants respond to the question of how they deal with other people posting information about them: …when other people put you in a post and-do you ever feel like "I don't want to be a part of that?" F I think you can always un-tag yourself. If you don't want to be involved you can just un-tag it, and then you don't get any more notifications and stuff. M It's that separation; it means other people don't associate with you, other people don't associate that photo with you. Someone that doesn't know you very well going onto your profile, looking at all your photos. If that photo's un-tagged then they have to do a lot of work to find it again. It disconnects it from the central hub that is your online life.
(Session 6, 119)
In an earlier example (p. 16, the "cy-world" is stalking you), what they objected to was the idea that your life can be documented and pieced together without your knowledge. In this example they did not object to the photograph being posted or remaining online, because they say the photo can be separated from "you", or from a "central hub". That is, a position is available to them where they say they could choose to "un-tag" themselves. They assume that a "central hub" or "cy-world" exists but can be electively opted out from, and as a result the separation of selves is talked about as an acceptable and satisfactory method for restoring privacy. Therefore, like in previous examples (p. 14), in the above two examples it is not the idea of surveillance itself that leads them to objectinstead the tension posed by the ubiquity of surveillance is resolved by creating a separation between the digital and physical self.
Discussion
This paper makes contributions to understanding when privacy becomes relevant in conversations about surveillance, in the context of the ubiquity of surveillance and social network technology. In particular we connect our research on surveillance to other work on privacy that emphasises the role that contextual or relationship boundary breach has in provoking privacy threat (e.g. Houghton, Joinson, Caldwell, & Marder, 2013; Nissenbaum, 2004; Petronio, 2010; Petronio & Reierson, 2009) , and on impression management strategies that people use to maintain contextual integrity (Marwick & boyd, 2011) .
Discourses of Privacy under Surveillance
Our focus groups discussions revealed assumptions of the ubiquity of surveillance in their lives, yet this did not always produce a corresponding anxiety about privacy (as other research might suggest, Westin, 2003) . The discursive resources they drew on to arrive at positions of concern, but not necessarily alarm, included utilising the normalisation of surveillance to leverage an argument for even more monitoring (by a trusted source). They also rehearsed the economic trope that it is acceptable to exchange privacy for a service. Furthermore, when some of them identify an ostensible 'excessiveness' of some surveillance methods, such a concern was able to be absolved by drawing on the knowledge that they are in a form of pre-existing consenting relationship with the entity or institution doing the surveillance. The role of trust in privacy is established in previous research (e.g. Westin, 1967) , but this paper shows how trust is bound up with the ideological and identity related discursive resources that people can draw on to continue to produce a position of non-resistance to surveillance.
When people did say they were surprised by a privacy breach, it was talked about in terms of unexpected exposure or misrepresentation, or through making allusions to having one's life 'woven together'. They resolved these dilemmas of knowing they were under surveillance by discussing how one can (re)separate aspects of their online lives. This seems to indicate that the assumption of ubiquitous surveillance may not include the notion that this surveillance feeds information across different contexts or to different institutions or platforms (i.e. the notion proposed by Haggerty and Ericson (2000) that surveillance forms an "assemblage"). As a consequence, they neutralise the threat of surveillance by arguing that one can still achieve privacy by ensuring a separation of selves.
Our paper also makes contributions to understanding how people connect the (in)visibility of surveillance technology to its relevance to their privacy. The notion of the often invisible presence of surveillance in their lives produced two seemingly contradictory arguments. On one hand, the notion that subtle surveillance technology can make it harder to tell if someone is capturing you was said to violate an expectation of privacy, in other cases the ostensible imperceptibility of surveillance led to nothing to hide/ignorance is bliss arguments. Rather than viewing these as the contradictory opinions of different individuals, a discursive approach illustrates what people are defending against or how they are supporting their identity investments. For example, when you examine the trajectory of these arguments, dismissing surveillance could occur when queried about a technology that they are already using (e.g. with Google Mail), but rhetorical resistance occurred when a surveiller was identified as engaging in an overreach in their usual level of surveillance and if surveillance is obtrusive in a way that restricts identity. The notable presence of surveillance can make identity constructions more difficult, and understanding these restrictions may be one way to explain the privacy paradox (or so called lack of action around privacy) -that is, there are only some situations in which identities are threatened under surveillance.
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Implications for the Study of Identity and Privacy
In addition to demonstrating the discursive constructions of privacy under surveillance, we now also highlight how this research may be relevant to non-discursive approaches, in particular to studying identity threat and misrecognition -as these were particularly prominent findings in this paper. Some of the ideas we present as potential privacy awareness raising approaches have been attempted by privacy advocates, but not in systematic psychological research. Social psychologists could engage in similar exercises, as Kende et al (2015) argue, to "pressure test" existing theory in online social media.
Misrepresentation. Examples of a concern about misrepresentation in this paper included noticing incorrectly tailored advertising that renders the surveillance visible, or having to explain that you had a legitimate reason for not attending classes because the surveillance data might indicate non-attendance. This can be interpreted as a desire for authenticity (see Goffman, 1959; Marwick & boyd, 2011) , but there also might be particularly negative consequences resulting from misrepresentation, for example the frustration caused by misrecognition and targeting by surveillance in airports (Blackwood, Hopkins, & Reicher, 2013) . Misrecognition can provoke psychological reactance (Brehm, 1966) that may cause people to protect their privacy, and may be a useable counter to the "nothing to hide" argument -you have nothing to hide, but what if the surveillance is wrong? We do however caution that for psychological reactance to be useable as a trigger for surveillance resistance, people need the freedom to point out that assessments about them are wrong (Miron & Brehm, 2006) .
Expressive privacy.
A second type of identity threat that could be seen in this paper refers to a core personal privacy definition often referred to as "expressive privacy" -the expected privacy of one's inner thoughts and behaviours (Burgoon et al., 1989) and in turn the ability to engage in (chosen) self-presentations (Tucker et al., 2012 , presented a similar example). Light (2010) argues that digital technology now turns people 'inside out'-exposing us to privacy violations that we might never have faced before (e.g. digitally tracing the news articles you read, where you focus your SURVEILLANCE, IDENTITY AND PRIVACY THREAT 26 attention on a screen, or even your heart rate). Agency or choice is again important to account for (Tucker et al., 2012) , and increasingly some technologies do not provide an opt-out. This means that it may be the case that the lack of opt-out for such technologies could cause people to shift their basic constitutions of privacy.
Maintaining separation of context/identity. The third type of identity threat that we identified can be connected to Nissenbaum's theory of privacy as contextual integrity (Nissenbaum, 2004 (Nissenbaum, , 2011 . Contextual integrity is a normative notion that social contexts should remain separate (colloquially, "what happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas"). In this paper, examples of such were represented when talking about wanting to "disconnect the central hub" of your online life, and when talking about Facebook learning about your activity elsewhere online. While social psychological research has examined how people experience conflict when they possess multiple identities, it has paid relatively less attention to why people might expect that contexts (or identities) should be kept apart or how people achieve this (although see Roccas & Brewer, 2002; Vignoles, Regalia, Manzi, Golledge, & Scabini, 2006 , for concepts of identity compartmentalisation and continuity). This could be studied across technologies that vary in how restrictive they are of people's ability to engage in contextual separation (as privacy) practices -for example some online platforms encourage users to present a unified chronological self to a collapsed audience (e.g. Facebook), whereas others allow for some multiplicity or separation (e.g. Snapchat).
An additional component of the contextual integrity concept that arose in these discussions is the idea of achieving separation of the digital and physical "you"-reflecting the digital dualism fallacy (Jurgenson, 2011 (Jurgenson, , 2012 Rey & Boesel, 2014 ) that allows for surveillance of the "digital you" to be constructed as inconsequential. A potential for future research is to connect this to Haggerty and Ericson's (2000) theorisation of "data doubles" -where your digital presence can be pieced together and targeted by surveillance. Interventions could be developed that demonstrate that the "data double" is identifiable, and that de-anonymization of ostensibly anonymous data is possible (e.g. Narayanan & Shmatikov, 2008) .
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Limitations
There are barriers that prevent psychologists from studying technology use in situ, which is one of the reasons why analysing discourse about technology and online behaviour is useful. There are also some limitations to our approach -talk about online behaviour does not reflect actual behaviour, and studying how people do behave under different surveillance conditions is important.
We also cannot comment concretely here, but suspect there would be different ways that people present themselves in social networks, than they do in focus groups. What our analysis contributes instead is an understanding of the ideological assumptions that underpin the legitimation of surveillance, and how people bring into being positions of either resistance or acceptance when they are asked to explain their participation in surveillance capable technologies.
In addition our sample population is quite homogenous, although being young adults they are big consumers of social media and a relevant target group, it does means that different privacy discourses would arise under different conditions. For example it would be important to talk to people who have more at stake for being under surveillance, such as stigmatised minorities where the "nothing to hide" argument would not be tenable. The particular scenarios we chose also framed the type of surveillance that was being debated. While in some respects the focus group format is thought to allow for a relatively more naturalistic conversation than an interview, others have critiqued the way that moderators direct for particular types of responses and discount conversations between participants (Puchta & Potter, 2002) . The benefit of producing collective meaning making about privacy in a group conversation is somewhat undermined by the reduced ability to allow contrary arguments from others in the group. The positive re-interpretation of this criticism of focus groups is to look at the practices that people are discussing -in the case of privacy for example -as a matter of co-regulation (Petronio, 2002) , where the meaning of the subject is not fixed, but created and changed in talk.
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Conclusion
We write this in the context of perceptions that the general public are unconcerned about their privacy. In some respects this could be seen in this study -participants rarely went past saying that surveillance was "weird" or "creepy" to talk about actions they could take in resistance to surveillance. Tucker et al (2012) claim that thinking "surveillantly" becomes a part of everyday life and that this results in wariness but not outright action (an example in our study is the participant who said she has taken steps to prevent Google tracking her, but continues to use Google, p. 14).
Thus in social relations and surveillance there is always a bargaining process, where people actively allow forms of regulation that work with them for some mutual benefit, rather than being enforced upon them (Pallitto, 2013; Spears & Lea, 1994) , and the trust relationship with the surveiller is central to understanding participation in surveillance technology and why people self-disclose online (Joinson & Paine, 2007; Joinson et al., 2010; McKnight & Chervany, 2001 ). Moreover, sometimes it is only because we are not really free to escape such an arrangement that we might place greater trust in surveillers. However what is peculiar about surveillance technologies is the impersonal and abstract nature of them, and the imperceptibility of the data that are collected about us. Indeed, the unobtrusiveness and invisibility of technology is often a key feature of its commercial success (Hjelm, 2005) . Thus the facilitation of the relationship between surveillers and surveilled is not direct. Ellis et al (2013b) , drawing on Giddens (1990) notion of access points, argue that surveillance resistance might be created by giving "faces" to surveillance systems. In line with this one suggestion we make to social psychologists is to develop surveillance resistance interventions by drawing on the social psychology of leadership and identity. For example, how leaders behaviours are legitimised when they are seen as in line with the group, or how this relationship can be undermined if it contradicts a shared identity (see Haslam, Reicher, & Platow, 2011; Haslam & Reicher, 2012; O'Donnell et al., 2010a; Subašić et al., 2011) .
There is little prior discursive research on privacy and surveillance, other than the work by Ellis et al (2013a) . While they focussed on detecting people's implicit and emotional awareness of SURVEILLANCE, IDENTITY AND PRIVACY THREAT 29 surveillance (e.g. the feeling 'deep down' of being watched), in our paper we focussed on identity, context, and impression management. Despite taking different starting points, we also found that the presence of surveillance appears to produce a normalising argument, and that explicit articulations of the right to privacy were not well formulated. Together this set of work demonstrates that a discursive approach to privacy can help us understand how assumptions about privacy and surveillance are shared and co-constructed.
Our research aimed to demonstrate the relevance of online social networks and surveillance technologies for the advancement of social psychology theory and application. Privacy, while treated as a concerning social issue, is not typically viewed as being of interest to the development of psychological theory (Margulis, 2003 ) -yet privacy is an important part of identity processes, group behaviour, and social interaction. Without privacy, people cannot freely express themselves or freely engage in their communities, and surveillance technologies are increasingly making privacy more difficult to retain.
Finally, the key point to be made from this research is that privacy awareness might be better raised by highlighting the identity consequences of surveillance, rather than constructing surveillance as a generalised privacy threat. While the notion that surveillance is spreading across all aspects of our lives sounds ominous to some and is theorised to increased people's concern for privacy as technologies evolve (Junglas, Johnson, & Spitzmüller, 2008; Westin, 2003) , what prior research has struggled to account for is the apparent lack of action against surveillance, and this may be because surveillance has a normalising effect. We have demonstrated here that what 'creeps' people out is the creeping ability to piece together their lives rather than the creep of surveillance into further domains. For those concerned with creating an informed debate about the implications for privacy in the digital age, the difference is subtle but important.
